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has introduced the introvert

she married, was never at home
in his country. But though she
loved Britain (which really
was a foreign country to Her,
for she was German!) «hc
could not brin? herself to marry the British prince who later
was betrothed 'to the late
Queen Mary, uut died before
the proposed marriage. She
' later married his brother, who
became George V.
RECENT INVESTIGATIONS
that have not been over-publicised have suggested tbia
prince who died early was a
strange man- In THE LAST
TSARINA nothing is said to
.corroborate recent . rumours,
but it is intriguing to note
that people at the Court had a
derogatory nick-name lor him,
and that the girl who was to
marry Nicholas of Russia felt
a definite revulsion at. the
thought of marrying him. She
was credited with "second
sight", and in the novel seemed to foresee her end in the
cellar with her husband and
children. But she went ahead
with the' marriage anyway. "
. Another sad note that comes
out more clearly in a novel
than in a dry as dust history
book is the haemophilia condition her only son inherited
from her and her ancestors.
The four daughters
were
healthy, out not important to
the Russians, who could only
have a male ruler. The Tsarina,
who was already prone to
thoughts' of th-;' unseen otherworld, was s o o n in the
clutches of anyone who could
give her hope of providing a
son to inherit the throne,
Feople ivlm do no-t know
Russian history may have
thought that Rasputin was
the only rascal who preyed
on the Tsarina. From this
book one learns that he had a
predecessor — a Frenchman
named Dr. Philippe, who had
once been a butcher's assistant,
and may never have studied
medicine. He proved to be a
good hypnotist, however, and
succeeded in demonstratingsome ability in helpirvj 'her,
though he failed at a crucial
moment and was sent away in
disgrace.
THE LAST TSARINA is
light reading', but it contains
information for those who enjoy adding to their general
knowledge in easy ways. Being
based on historical records,
it will prove more valuable
than many romantic novels
that try to prove "Love con. quers all", and being purely
creations of the writer's fancy
will have very little psychological truth behind them.
THE WRONG PEOPLE—Robin Maugham— Heinemann
(§3.00—186 pp.)
THE LAST TSARINA—Lozania Prole — Robert Hale
IS2.10—188 pp.)
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An interesting addendum ti nold Turner is an innoci
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Lord Maugham's novel i? a abroad, a rca', babe 'in
answer to his exuberant Thinking over the incongruity squashed between Miss Rhoda dated any of "dem chicss'. i."
preface by Cyril Connolly. His woods. He did not realise tiof Phil in a hat. the old fear and Mass Duke. Phil, seemed — Oh God — if maybe he'd
comments point out a slant in the rhapsody of love he ep
one.
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the telling of the story that perienced was not complet
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h u m a n f i g u r e ) but perhaps belongs to this genre, as does Bolivar Gallery — an event
sure that the U.S.A. was not humUiatingly defeated.
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to President Truman and the State Department. No record
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